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Introduction 

 
Sagicor Life Insurance Company  is a full service life insurance company that was 

founded in 1840 in the Caribbean island of Barbados.  Sagicor entered the US market in 

September 2005 by acquiring and rebranding American Founders Life and is now licensed to 

operate in 44 states and the District of Columbia.  Sagicor US decided to renew a three-year 

partnership with USF Athletics to build awareness in the Tampa Bay and USF Community as an 

alternative for life insurance and a possible place of employment.  “Kick off Kid”  is a 

promotion that Sagicor will use during the upcoming partnership to become more visible to 

its target audience.  Our marketing team must create awareness of the company and the 

promotion. Another problem outlined by Sagicor is to decrease the bounce rate on their 

website.  Currently the bounce rate is high and usually shows potential customers visiting the 

site to request a Financial Book of Wisdom. Sagicor hopes to build awareness within the 

Tampa community that Sagicor is #1 in the US life insurance market, an alternative for life 

insurance and annuity products and is committed to its vision of enhancing the lives of the 

people in the communities in which they operate. 
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Target Market 

 

The target markets are geographically segmented for the Tampa Bay region and include the 

following counties: Hillsborough, Hernando, Pasco, and Pinellas. The United States Census 

Bureau reported a total population of 2,747,272 for the Tampa Bay Metropolitan area.1 

Primary market: Middle Income Households defined -- $50,000 to $250,000 – Population 

in middle income households 521,796 

 Demographic segmentation: income 

o The primary market will include families making an annual income of  

$50,000- $250,000 

 

 Psychographic segmentation: motives 

o The purchase of life insurance appeals to emotional motives – namely, to 

care for loved ones 

 

Secondary market: USF Student Population – as of Fall 2010 drop/add – 47,576 students 

 Demographic segmentation: education 

o Creating awareness of the brand and gaining usage early increases the 

chances of loyalty over the long run – after the student finishes college, 

family size increases, gains professional employment, and starts making a 

bigger salary 

 

 Behavioral segmentation: benefits sought 

o Identify groups interested in the specific bundle of benefits afforded by 

the companies offering  

                                                           
1
 http://www.citypopulation.de/USA-Metro.html (October 15, 2010) 

http://www.citypopulation.de/USA-Metro.html
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Methodology 

 

 

Internet Survey 

 college students age 18 – 25  

 sent a ten question survey through USF’s Google mail 

o found that the responses for question one was too vague and different to 

combine into clear data that would be useful and the question was 

omitted 

 

Social Network 

 range of ages 16 – 60  

 set up a single question survey on a social network to get a more detailed 
response for one of the survey questions 

 

Face to face interview 

 college students age 18 – 25  

 respondents were shown the two different story boards that were created then 
asked about their feelings for each of them 
 

o most of the respondents felt the first storyboard invoked a sense of fear 

in them and it turned them off to the message trying to be displayed 
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Analysis and Findings from Research Phase 

 

 

1. Do you plan to begin purchasing life insurance at some point in your life? 

a) I already own life insurance    
  

11.1% 
b) Yes, I want my funeral expenses to be covered  

  
28.3% 

c) Yes, but not until I have children  
  

20.2% 

d) Yes, but not until I am much older  
  

30.3% 

e)I do not plan to purchase life insurance  
  

10.1% 

 

 

 

  
  
Results: 

The majority of the respondents wanted to get life insurance with the stipulation of waiting until they 

were older, but almost the same amount wanted to ensure their funeral expenses would be covered. 

 

Conclusion: 

We found that the average cost of a funeral in the United States in 2009 was $7,500-$8,500 and that 

the average college student graduates with around $20,000 in debt. This tells us that one of the most 

important items for our respondents was that they didn’t want to leave expenses behind for their 

family, but if the unexpected occurs they can leave upward to $30,000 behind in debt and cost for 

their family to attend to. 

  

  

11.1% 

28.3% 

20.2% 

30.3% 

10.1% 

a) I already own life insurance

b) Yes, I want my funeral expenses to
be covered

c) Yes, but not until I have children
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2. At what age do you believe one should purchase life insurance? 
 
    

a) 18-22  
  

11.1% 

b) 23-27  
  

31.3% 

c) 28-35 
  

34.3% 

d) 35+ 
  

23.2% 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Analysis:   

The majority of respondents felt that life insurance wasn’t important to purchase until they reached the 

ages 28 – 35. However, only 3% less of the respondents felt that the ages 23 – 27 was the best age to 

purchase life insurance in. 

Conclusion:  

The average age a person in the United States gets married is 27 and this is also the average age of 

college graduates. The two main groups that were selected span the years from 23 to 35. The 

demographics that would be the most beneficial to target would be between these ages, with a focus 

from 27 to 29, because 29 is the median of the two age groups and 27 is the best time to start targeting 

these individuals. 

  

11.1% 

31.3% 

34.3% 

23.2% a) 18-22

b) 23-27

c) 28-35

d) 35+
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3. Would you begin purchasing life insurance at a younger age if you could be locked-in at a 

much cheaper rate? 

 

a) Yes, It would save me money in the long run  
  

77.8% 
 b) No, I feel that I would be wasting money  

  
22.2% 

  

 

 
 
 
 
 
Analysis:  

Over three quarters of the respondents were interested in saving money in the long run by signing up at 

a cheaper rate while they are younger. 

Conclusion:  

The average annual premium for a 30 year term life insurance for a 20 year old female was $187. At age 

30 it went up to $210, at age 40 it is $301, at age 50 it again rose to $604, then after age 55 it was $984. 

That is five times more expensive a month than if they would have locked in the rate at age 20. This 

needs to be shown to the target group of 23 – 29 year olds. 

  

77.8% 

22.2% 
a) Yes, It would save me
money in the long run

b) No, I feel that I would
be wasting money
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4. How many children do you have? 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Analysis:  

The overwhelming majority of respondents do not have children. 

Conclusions:   

The average cost of raising a child in a dual family home, with an income up to $39,100 was $124,800, 

with an income $39,100 – $65,800 was $170,460, and with an income above $65,800 was $249,180. The 

average cost in a single family home with an income up to $39,100 was $118,590, and with an income 

above $39,100 the cost was $250,260. The majority of our respondents fall in the category $39,100 - 

$65,800 where the combined average cost of single and dual family homes are $210,360 per child from 

0 to 18. Providing this information to the demographic without children can help to show them how 

many expenses will occur once they have children and that by locking in a low rate today they will be 

able to more easily afford insurance when they do have a child rather than waiting and having to pay a 

higher rate. 

  

a) None 
  

93.0% 

b) 1 
  

3.0% 

c) 2 
  

3.0% 

d) 3+ 
  

1.0% 

93.0% 

3.0% 3.0% 1.0% 

a) None

b) 1

c) 2

d) 3+
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5. How much money, do you estimate you will be in debt once you graduate? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis: 

Over half of the respondents felt that they would be less than $10,000 in debt when they graduate. 

Conclusion:  

The average debt of a college graduate in 2009 was around $20,000. This shows us that the respondents 

are not aware of the amount of debt that can build as they age. The respondents were college students 

and most don’t have families. Making the demographic of 23 – 27 aware of the amount of debt most 

students graduate with will help to open their eyes to the advantages of locking in life insurance at such 

a prime rate. It also shows that many college students are not aware of the financial standings of their 

fellow demographics in the United States. 

  

a) $0 - $9,999  
  

56.5% 

b) $10,000 - $19,999  
  

19.2% 

c) $20,000 - $29,999  
  

13.1% 

d) $30,000 + 
  

11.1% 

56.5% 19.2% 

13.1% 

11.1% 

a) $0 - $9,999

b) $10,000 - $19,999

c) $20,000 - $29,999

d) $30,000 +
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6. Would you purchase your own private life insurance, if the insurance plan provided by work 
benefits wasn't sufficient? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis:  

Over half of the respondents stated that they would be interested in purchasing additional life insurance 

if the one provided by their employer was not adequate. 

Conclusion:  

According to many articles on the web the majority of people were happy with the life insurance 

provided by their employer. When asked only 14% of the respondents were offered life insurance 

through their company, but the ones who had it were satisfied with the coverage. People ordinarily 

don’t take the time to do something if it is already done for them, while most say they are satisfied with 

the life insurance, many of them are satisfied that they didn’t have to take the time to find a company 

and set up a life insurance policy themselves. By highlighting the advantages of adding additional life 

insurance and making this apparent, these individuals can see why it would be worthwhile to take the 

time to add another policy. 

  

a) Yes 
  

56.5% 

b) No 
  

10.1% 

c) Not Sure 
  

33.3% 

56.5% 
10.1% 

33.3% 
a) Yes

b) No

c) Not Sure
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7. Who should purchase life insurance? 

 

a) All working adults 
  

47.0% 
 b) Adults with children 

  
35.0% 

 c) Mature adults 
  

18.0% 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis:  

Almost half of the respondents feel that all working adults should have life insurance but only 14% of 

the individuals interviewed through Social Networking sites have life insurance provided by their work. 

Also found was that out of the 86% that did not have life insurance options through work, not a single 

respondent obtained private life insurance. 

Conclusion: 

 According to the results from this question 47% of the respondents felt that working adults should have 

life insurance. Research could be done to find companies that do not offer life insurance and then a 

seminar could be scheduled with their employees to provide a simple way to set up life insurance for 

them. Most people want life insurance, but it seems if they have to take the initiative to acquire it, then 

they will not follow through. 

  

47.0% 

35.0% 

18.0% 
a) All working adults

b) Adults with children

c) Mature adults
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8. What is your family's estimated total net income? 

 

a) $0 - $19,999 
  

14.1% 

b) $20,000 - $59,999 
  

46.5% 

c) $60,000 - $99,999 
  

18.2% 

d) $100,000 + 
  

21.2% 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis: 

 Almost half of the respondents make $20,000 - $59,999 per year. The age group is between 18 – 25 

years of age and all were college students. 

Conclusion: 

 Our respondents are college students, middle class, and do not have children. By making this age group 

aware of the benefits of obtaining life insurance even though they may not be interested at this point in 

purchasing it, they will be more likely to acquire it when they reach the target age group of 27 – 29. The 

reason for this is it will be something that they have been familiarized with over the years and will be 

more willing to look into when they reach the stage in their life they stated in our survey when they felt 

it was necessary to obtain.  

  

14.1% 

46.5% 
18.2% 

21.2% a) $0 - $19,999

b) $20,000 - $59,999

c) $60,000 - $99,999

d) $100,000 +
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9. Are you interested in learning more about the benefits of life insurance? 

 

a) Yes 
  

37.0% 

b) No 
  

63.0% 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis:  

Most respondents stated that they would not be interested in learning more about life insurance even 

though many of them said they felt working adults should have life insurance. 

Conclusion:  

I think the key here is finding when a student feels that they are a working adult and not a student that 

is working. By getting information out in venues that students are interested in learning on or even 

including facts on the benefits of life insurance in textbooks can help to increase students’ knowledge 

without them feeling like they are going out and learning more about insurance. 

  

37.0% 

63.0% 
a) Yes

b) No
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Goals for IMC Plan 
 

Increase overall awareness of Sagicor at USF and greater USF area  

 Sagicor’s Kickoff Kid  program at USF home football games 

 Radio advertisements promoting the Kickoff Kid  program 

 Increase word of mouth marketing by implementing the Sagicor Kids  weekly 

photo contest 

 Association of the slogan  

“The Constant in Life’s Changes” 

Website – www.sagicorlifeusa.com 

 Increase 4,500-5,500 visits to about 10,000 page views 

 Increase 8,000-9,000 page views to about 15,000 page views  

 Increase 60% of new visitors to 80% of new visitors  

 Decrease bounce rate from 25-35% to 15-25% 
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Positioning and Campaign Theme 

Brand Positioning Strategy 

Image 

 The image that Sagicor wants to create for their target markets is the key to having good 

brand positioning among the competition which is also available to the same market. 

 

Brand Image 

 The brand image must be easily identified.  For example, when using the children on the 

Sagicor website or on the field for South Florida home games, the consumer needs to be 

able to tie these children to particular emotions that they have toward the future.  In 

other words, the children must portray an unspoken drama.  If the consumer does not 

have some kind of service from Sagicor their children are not necessarily “secure.”  This 

creative development will make Sagicor stand out from the competition. 

 

Major Selling Idea  

 What is really being sold through Sagicor?  The consumer must believe that financial 

compensation is not the only product they are receiving by becoming a customer.  There 

are certain intangible feelings like security and pride that must be accounted for when 

selling Sagicor to the prospective clients.  Sagicor must be sold as an overall secure 

entity and will allow for growth and prosperity among each individual client. 

 

Positioning 

 In order to create the overall image and selling idea needed to accomplish success 

among the students at the University of South Florida, all of the marketing and 

advertising has to be carefully placed and executed in the right places.  The information 

from the booths on campus need to be in primal viewing for the student body to have a 

chance to gain insight with.  The radio advertisements need to be heard during prime 

listening hours when most college students are tuned in.  Sagicor must be efficient and 

effective with positioning their marketing communication tactics. 
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Campaign Theme  

Central Theme 

 Spreading the word about Sagicor and what they do for the people of the community 

and their involvement amongst college students at the University of South Florida. 

Action Plan 

 At the beginning of each semester, an “informational night” on what Sagicor is and how 

the company helps people.  Executives from the company come and give an overall 

summary of Sagicor’s prime products and services.  Those that stay through the entire 

event will receive additional information at the conclusion of the event, as well as a 

Sagicor shirt. (Target of this particular event is incoming freshman.) 

 

 Through the course of the semester, Sagicor becomes more visible in “day to day” life 

on campus.  This is done by monthly visits via informational booths, radio 

advertisements that are heard on popular local radio stations, students wearing the 

shirts from the inaugural session and of course, Sagicor’s Kickoff Kid program.  The 

informational booths will be strategically placed through campus at high traffic areas in 

an attempt to attract the most prospective clients.  (Target of these communication 

activities is any student at the University of South Florida no matter the age.) 

 

 A follow up meeting with the students from the inaugural information session as well as 

any student that expressed interest through the informational communication being 

spread on campus.  This meeting takes place towards the end of the semester.  This 

meeting is more formal and provides more personal attention to the prospective client.  

The student would travel to Sagicor’s main office in Tampa to be given a more detailed 

presentation on how Sagicor could help the individual student.  This meeting is where 

the prospective client can become a satisfied customer. 
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Side Notes 

 The Action Plan is broken down into three main parts. 

 Each part of the plan is carefully executed, in order, to receive    maximum potential 

clientele. 

 At the beginning of each new semester, the process starts over.  The incoming freshmen 

are targeted first because they are made to live on campus, while the upperclassmen 

are carefully targeted through the integrated marketing activities. 

 Whereas usual campaign themes are done on an annual basis, this one is done in half 

year increments.  This allows room for revision, in addition to being able to review the 

numbers easier in a shorter time period. 
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Creative Recommendations 

Expense Counter 

  

We created a program that would be uploaded onto Sagicor’s website. We decided to take 

three common items that individuals in our target market consume on a regular basis and that 

they might be willing to give up once in a while. The counter’s numbers are based on a person 

age 34 and younger for a 30 year policy. We feel this is a way for the website to become more 

interactive and to keep viewers on the web page longer. Also it will inform them of how cost 

efficient purchasing life insurance could be if they just cut out one small expense. 
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Storyboard One 

 

We came up with two separate storyboards, both displaying a different method of advertising. 

The purpose of this method was to scare, or create anxiety in the viewer to purchase life 

insurance. We showed both storyboards to a handful of participants during individual 

interviews and the over whelming majority did not like this storyboard as much as the other 

one. Due to the results we decided to stick with the other storyboard and focus on the concept 

it displays. 
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Storyboard Two 

 

The purpose of this storyboard is to help to boost and or create a brand image for Sagicor. 

Sagicor is a family oriented company and focuses on the well-being of the individuals who have 

insurance through them to ensure their family is taken care of when they are no longer here. 

During the individual interviews that were conducted almost all of the participants loved this 

storyboard and the message it displayed. We decided that this was the best method to utilize 

while setting up our advertising. 
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Ad Media Recommendations 

95.7 And 93.3 FM Radio Ads 

Objective: To increase awareness and registration of “Kick off Kid” Promotion 

Target Market: Parents of children under the age of 12 years 

Description of the Program: The radio ads will provide 

information about the “Kick off Kid” Promotion and increase 

interest to register for a chance to attend a USF home game, 

receive free memorabilia and be able to run out on the field to 

pick up the kick off tee. The listeners will be persuaded to 

register at www.goUSFBulls.com.  The website will direct the 

listener to Sagicor.com where they can register for the 2 

exclusive on-field credentials for the child and a 

parent/guardian, and a Prize Pack filled with USF Memorabilia.  

Child must be age 12 or under. 

 Reach: Weekly listeners -- WBTP 95.7 -- 389,500 

 WFLZ 93.3 – 759,400 

Frequency: Frequency of 7 spots from 5a-8p or 7 spots within 15 hour time frame = good daily 

frequency of one spot every other hour during prime time. It is difficult to determine exact reach and 

frequency because of the number of different time slots 

Schedule Pattern: Commercials to be ran August-November 2011 

Budget: Approximately $11,200.00 ($5600.00 each station) for 45 second ads aired 

Measurement: Google analytics of website will indicate if there was increased traffic to website.  The 

number of submissions received from participants. 

Established Contact: Lisa Libertore 

Radio & Integrated Media Consultant 

Clear Channel Inc. | Tampa FL 

DIRECT: 813-832-1446 | FAX: 813-832-1514  

LisaLibertore@ClearChannel.com 

Contact Quoted: There are many additional tie-in opportunities with USF Football program where they 
may cover a portion of the expense or add to the schedule. This would need to be negotiated with the 
rep who handles the USF Account. She also stated that Clear Channel Radio would be willing to 
negotiate special price because they do business with USF and respect USF and Sagicor’s partnership. 

http://www.gousfbulls.com/
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Clear Channel Outdoor Digital Billboard 

Objective: To increase awareness of Sagicor brand by offering contest while improving website    traffic 

Target Market:  The entire Tampa Bay Metropolitan Area 

Description of the Program: Sagicor will implement a series of advertisements on all 12 clear channel 

outdoor billboards located in the Tampa Bay metropolitan area. The advertisement will be designed to 

increase this awareness of the Sagicor brand. Sagicor will buy into the Tampa Bay Half Network which 

means the advertisements will appear in every other rotation in the area. This provides Cold Stone with 

6,420 spots per day. That’s 179,760 total spots during the four week period. Each advertisement will 

contain a blank picture with the words, “Your Child Here.”. The advertisement will also feature the USF 

Bulls logo and a picture of a “Kick off Kid” with the Bulls mascot and the address of the website for 

signing up. www.goUSFBulls.com. 

Reach: 42.2% of Tampa Bay Metropolitan Area population 

Frequency: 10.4 

Schedule Pattern:  4 weeks beginning August 2011 

Budget:  4 weeks on Half Network = $23,000 

Measurement:   Google analytics of website will indicate if there was increased traffic to the specific 

sign up page on the website.  There will be a box to select where individual learned 

about contest. In this case it will be digital billboard.  
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Valpak Coupons 

Objective: To increase awareness of Sagicor brand by offering contest while improving website    traffic. 

Target Market:  Primary and Secondary Markets 

Description of the Program: A coupon will be placed in each of the Valpak mailings offering information 

regarding the “Kick off Kid” contest. Each coupon will say, “Would you like to see your child on the big 

screen?  Well sign up for your chance of a life time.  Sagicor 

presents “Kick-Off Kid” which allows him/her to retrieve the 

kicking tee after the first USF kick off at each USF home game.  

Register at www.goUSFBulls.com. Included are 2 exclusive on-field 

credentials for the child and a parent/guardian, and a Prize Pack 

filled with USF Memorabilia.  Child must be age 12 or under.” The 

promotion will also include 30 coupons for $250,000 of term life 

insurance for a year. The coupons will be placed randomly within 

the mailings and 10 coupons will be sent out each month. 

Reach: 85% of Valpak households open and look through the Valpak envelope 

Frequency: 2.55 

Schedule Pattern:  Coupons will be sent out August-October 2011. 

Budget:  We will be sending the Valpak to our primary and secondary target markets totaling 573,067 

consumers. Valpak can be purchased for 100,000 households for $300.00. We will need 600,000 @ 

$300.00 per 100,000 households= $1,800.00 total to print the coupons. There will be 3 mailings 

totaling= $5,400.00 The 30 coupons for $250,000 of term life insurance for a year will cost ($12 per 

month x 12 months x 30 coupons) $4,320.00. Total Valpak Budget = $9,720.00 

Measurement: Google analytics of website will indicate if there was increased traffic to the specific sign 

up page on the website.  There will be a box to select where individual learned about 

contest. In this case it will be Valpak coupon. The sweepstakes for term life insurance 

will create “buzz” and positive word of mouth.  

Established Contact: Chris Bilota 

Director of Promotions 

Valpak 

727-319-5496 office | 727-207-7064 cell 

  

http://www.gousfbulls.com/
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Sagicor Kickoff Kid 
Would you like to see your child on the big 

screen?  Well sign up for your chance of a life 

time.  Sagicor presents “Kick-Off Kid” which 

allows him/her to retrieve the kicking tee after 

the fist USF kick off at each USF home game.  

Register at www.goUSFBulls.com.  Included are 2 

exclusive on-field credentials for the child and a 

parent/guardian, and a Prize Pack filled with USF 

Memorabilia.  Child must be age 12 or under. 

CONTACT US 

For further information, please contact: 

 
Phone: (246) 467-7500 

Fax: (246) 436-8829 
Email: info@sagicor.com 

THE CONSTANT IN A LIFE 

FULL OF CHANGE 

http://www.gousfbulls.com/
mailto:info@sagicor.com
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You have in your hand one of ten vouchers redeemable for a free year of a $250,000 term life insurance 

policy. Please contact us at www.sagicorlifeusa.com or mail in voucher to:   

Sagicor Life Insurance Company  

4010 W. Boy Scout Blvd. Ste 800 

Tampa, Florida 33607-5735  

Phone: 813-287-1602  

 

 

Online Redemption Code 

493JBK09JG79  

 

Name:____________________________________________ 

Address:__________________________________________ 

                __________________________________________ 

Phone:____________________________________________ 

Email:_____________________________________________ 

http://www.sagicorlifeusa.com/
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Internet/ Public Relations Promotions 

Facebook/ Twitter 

Social media is an inexpensive, easy, and effective method of marketing. 

Facebook is by far the largest social media component, Twitter is the 

second largest. By collecting more followers on these social media sites, 

the followers will be exposed to the brand name and image more 

frequently. These social media sites will update statuses or tweets twice a 

week with important updates, news, interesting facts, or questions for 

followers to interact with (e.g. what is on the top of your holiday wish 

list?). We will also recognize, and promote the Sagicor Kids photo contest. 

This includes parents, grandparents, or other family members sending in 

pictures of their children in live action photos (e.g. little league baseball, 

playground scenes, outside enjoying life, etc.). This is done to help 

increase the awareness of Sagicor, and to create an emotional 

attachment to the Sagicor brand. Parents and family members will be able to view their children as the 

face of a company for a week, feeling a connection with the brand, and ultimately word of mouth 

marketing to friends, and other parents as they brag about their child. 

Public Relations 

Sagicor has a partnership with the Boys and Girls Club of Tampa Bay. A charity event will be set 

up before the final game of the season to help raise funds to aid in this incredible organization. 

Sagicor is passionate about helping children and their partnership with the Boys and Girls Club 

is a natural fit. The charity event will be a flag 

football game for all the children involved with the 

Boys and Girls Club to take place at Raymond James 

on the field before the start of the game. Ticket 

prices for that game will have an additional two 

dollar charge, and Sagicor will also be raffling off 

items donated by local organizations and vendors, 

all proceeds will go to the Boys and Girls Club. Due 

to the previous partnership with USF Bulls and the 

Raymond James stadium, costs for this function will be minimal. Also, because it is for a 

charitable organization, all expenses will be a tax write off. The children from the Boys and Girls 

club will also have the opportunity to have a meet and greet with the players from the USF 

football team after they complete their game. Sagicor will also become involved in the Tampa 

Bay Metropolitan area by sponsoring five little league baseball teams in the area. 
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Budget Summary 
 

95.7 And 93.3 FM Radio Ads 

 $5,600.00 for 45 second ads aired on each station 

o Total Radio budget -- $11,200.00 

Clear Channel Outdoor Digital Billboard 

 $23,000.00 for 4 weeks on half network 

o Total Billboard budget -- $23,000.00 

Valpak Coupons 

 $5,400.00 to print coupons for 3 months 

 $4,320.00 for term life insurance ($250,000.00) for one year (30 policies) 

o Total Valpak budget -- $9,720.00 

Boys and Girls Club of Tampa Bay Charity Flag Football Game 

 Cost of Field use should be minimal due to prior partnership with USF  

 Referee cost 

o Total Charity Flag Football budget = Approximately $3,500 

Little League Baseball Sponsorships 

 $500.00 for team sponsorship and sign placement at field 

o Total Little League budget -- $2,500.00 

 

 

Total Promotional Budget -- $49,920 
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Sagicor Life Insurance Company 

The Constant in Life’s Changes 

 

 

Go Bulls! 


